SCHLOSS ALBRECHTSBERG DRESDEN
A PALACE BUILT OUT OF LOVE

CELEBRATE IN STYLE
IN THE CROWN HALL AND GARDEN HALL

Invite your guests to a truly memorable wedding celebration. The Crown Hall is the highlight of the upper
floor and is complemented by adjoining rooms and the eastern terrace which is perfect for larger gatherings. The lower floor, meanwhile, with the Garden and Billiard Hall and sunny southern terrace is the ideal
setting for smaller functions. Both floors may also be combined for an exclusive and private enjoyment of
the unique ambience of Schloss Albrechtsberg.

A MAGNIFICENT SETTING
FOR YOUR CELEBRATION

We support you in the preparation of your wedding celebration and the organisation of a very special
day with a great love of detail and professional tips. Schloss Albrechtsberg is also the ideal venue for
many further special occasions throughout the rest of the year: whether silver or golden wedding anniversary, birthday or company jubilee – contact us to discuss your requirements and ideas. Our catering
partners offer guests many delicious culinary highlights.

FAIRYTALE
WEDDING

Have you always dreamed of getting married in a palace? Then why not treat yourself not only to a
dream in white but also the idyllic setting of Schloss Albrechtsberg Dresden. The romantic residence on
the slopes above Dresden’s river Elbe surrounded by an idyllic park is the perfect venue for your special
celebration. Elegant and extensively restored function rooms and halls and spacious sunny terraces will
enchant you and your guests.

MARRIAGE CEREMONY
IN THE GARDEN HALL

Experience unforgettable moments in your marriage ceremony in the magnificent surroundings of
the Garden Hall and take in the stunning view across the Elbe valley from the sunny southern terrace. Marriage ceremonies in Schloss Albrechtsberg are held on select Fridays and Saturdays from
April to December. Contact Dresden Registry Office to make a booking at least one year in advance
(www.dresden.de/heiraten).
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